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ABSTRACT  Matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) constitute a family of more than 25 enzymes which

process a large number of pericellular substrates. Even though initially reported to have an ability

to degrade almost all of the extracellular components, MMP are now known to play roles which

are not limited to the breakdown of extracellular barriers. In fact, MMPs regulate many biological

processes, being involved not only in physiological events, but also in pathological processes.

Strikingly, MMPs have been found to be involved in the physiology of the Central Nervous System

(CNS), taking part and playing important roles in several processes such as repair and ontogeny,

as well as in pathological conditions of the CNS. Initially considered to be a “static” structure,

lacking regenerative capability, the CNS has been considered for a long time to be a system

without renewal capabilities. Recently, the discovery of constant neural replacement has changed

our way of considering the adult brain, and the finding of the existence of neural stem cells has

opened the way to exciting and fascinating perspectives of the CNS. So, could MMPs, originally

found during metamorphosis in tadpoles, and now amazingly identified in the CNS, have

something to do in neuronal function? In this review we take into consideration the possible roles

of two metalloproteinases, MMP-2 and MMP-9, also called gelatinases, in controlling several

aspects of CNS organization, including the modulation of neural stem cell properties and the

differentiation of their progeny, both under normal and pathophysiological conditions.
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Introduction

 What the famous aphorism “Panta rei” says, indicating that
reality is not something static and immutable, but is in a state of
constant transformation, turned out to be true even for the
Central Nervous System (CNS), which has long been consid-
ered as a static structure, and regarded as an inhibitory mi-
croenvironment for neuronal regeneration. In fact, for a long
time neurogenesis was thought not to take place in the adult
CNS, while gliogenesis might have occurred only under certain
particular circumstances. However, reports show that the adult
CNS represents an environment where neurogenesis does
occur, involving processes such as proliferation, fate determi-
nation, migration and integration of neuronal progenitors into
the complex neuronal network (Gage, 2000), with the involve-
ment of extracellular proteinases crucial for CNS pathophysiol-
ogy (Yong et al., 2001). In different areas of the adult brain there
is a continuous production of neurons which goes on through-
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out life time as a normal feature of the adult CNS, integrating the
already existent neuronal circuitry (Lledo et al., 2006). In order
to allow such modifications in the microenvironment and to
permit the flexible behaviour of neural precursors, many physi-
ological modifications need to take place, regulating the fasci-
nating plasticity of the adult CNS. In fact, for the correct
evolution of any biological system, and even more for such a
complex and intricate system as the CNS, continuous and finely
regulated interactions between each cell and the surrounding
environment are necessary and fundamental. So, who better
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than matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) could have a say in such
an intriguing mechanism?

Matrix metalloproteinases

 The world of proteolytic enzymes is populated by many
families of exo- and endo-peptidases, among which there are
serine, cysteine, aspartic and metallo-proteinases. This last class
of enzymes is capturing a great attention as, from the discovery
of its first member, just forty years ago, accumulating data show
the biological importance of this ever growing enzyme family.
MMPs have not only been characterised in vertebrates (in particu-
lar in humans), but also identified in several non-vertebrate
organisms (Mannello et al., 2005b), such as the sea urchin
embryo (Lepage and Gache, 1990), the Drosophila (Llano et al.,
2000), and the hydra (Leontovich et al., 2000). Just to add a pinch
of wonder to the amazing story of MMP, evolutionary studies
suggest that MMPs (starting from a primordial point in their
evolutionary history where they existed as single-domain pro-
teins) underwent gene fusion processes generating multi-domain
enzymes. In the course of time, an assembly of structural different
domains occurred, taking place independently but going on in
parallel manners; however, it seems that in some instances the
evolutionary progress went back to front, as complex multi-
domain proteins generated simpler enzymes due to truncation in
the gene sequence and loss of one or more domains (Massova et
al., 1998; Mannello et al., 2005b).

Up-to-now, more than 25 MMPs have been identified and the
distinctive characteristics of this subgroup of matrixins is their
dependence on the zinc ion at the active site, the presence of the
cysteine switch motif in the propeptide and the zinc-binding
domain in the catalytic domain (Visse and Nagase, 2003; Nagase
et al., 2006; Cauwe et al., 2007).

The main function of these enzymes is the remodelling and
degradation of the extracellular matrix (ECM) which is composed
of a complex mixture of insoluble molecules including collagens,
laminins, fibronectins, entactin/nidogen and heparin sulphate
proteoglycans. This capacity of degrading most of the compo-
nents of the ECM scaffold, makes MMPs strong regulators and
modifiers of the status of the extracellular environment (Mott and
Werb, 2004; Cauwe et al., 2007). In this way, these proteinases
may participate in many physiological events that require ECM
breakdown and modification, such as cell migration, proliferation,
morphogenesis, and apoptosis (Vu and Werb, 2000; Mannello et
al., 2005a; Page-McCaw et al., 2007); on the other hand, they
actively participate in pathological processes, such as cancer
growth, metastasis and invasion (Egebland and Werb., 2002;
Mannello et al., 2005c; Corbitt et al., 2007). However, this is not
enough for MMPs; in fact their activity is not just limited to the plain
degradation of extracellular proteinaceous components, but it
goes much further. MMPs influence cellular functions in several
different ways as they target non-matrix proteins which include
other proteinases, proteinase inhibitors, clotting factors, chemo-
tactic molecules, latent growth factors, growth factor-binding
proteins, cell surface receptors and cell-cell adhesion molecules
(McQuibban et al., 2000; McCawley and Matrisian, 2001, Zhang
et al., (2006).

First of all, they can regulate cell proliferation facilitating and
allowing the interaction between growth-suppressive or mitoge-

nic factors and their cell-surface receptors, as they can cleave
proteins associated with growth factors, or growth factors directly,
resulting in the solubilization of the associated molecules
(McCawley and Matrisian, 2001; Cauwe et al., 2007). These
proteolytic enzymes are controlled by specific inhibitors that are
also involved in the apoptotic phenomenon (Mannello and
Gazzanelli, 2001). It is known that the basement membrane and
the extracellular microenvironment mediate signals necessary for
cell survival, and the breakdown of extracellular components, with
the consequent degradation and loss of survival signals, leads to
cell death (Frisch and Ruoslahty, 1997). Interacting with such a
wide number of substrates in the ECM, makes MMPs ideal
regulators of cell migration, as this process requires modification
in cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion, and the continuous degrada-
tion and remodelling of the extracellular matrix. MMPs may
positively or negatively influence cell migration, as modifying
directly the extracellular scaffold they can remove or cause the
exposure of adhesion sites influencing cell attachment and migra-
tion, but they can also modulate cell migration through the release
or inactivation of chemotactic signals (McQuibban et al., 2000;
McCawley and Matrisian,, 2001; Cauwe et al., 2007). Moreover,
MMPs regulate the availability of paracrine factors thus influenc-
ing the behaviour of several cell types; in fact they modulate the
release of signalling factors either by inactivating them directly or
by inactivating their soluble binding proteins (Sternlicht and Werb,
2001). It is clear that MMP substrates are not barely restricted to
matrix components, but comprehend a wide number of non-
matrix proteins, allowing these proteolytic enzymes to abolish the
normal biological function of their substrates and to form break-
down products which may be characterized by new biologic
activity (Sternlicht and Werb, 2001; Hamano et al., 2003; Mannello
et al., 2006a; Cauwe et al., 2007).

Main characteristics of gelatinases
 MMPs are classified according to their substrate specificity,

domain organization and sequence similarities, and can be di-
vided into six groups, which include collagenases, gelatinases,
stromelysins, matrilysins, membrane-type MMPs and other MMPs
(Visse and Nagase, 2003). Among these classes of proteolytic
enzymes, gelatinases generate increasing interest due to their
involvement in an ever growing number of biological events,
ranging from normal physiological processes to pathological
conditions. This class of enzymes is composed of two elements,
named gelatinase A, or MMP-2 (E.C. 3.4.24.24) with chromo-
some location 16q13, and gelatinase B, also called MMP-9 (E.C.
3.4.24.35) with chromosome location 20q11.2-q13.1 (Overall,
2002). When considering the structure organization of these
enzymes, it is clear that they share the distinctive characteristics
of the MMP family, possessing in addition peculiar and specific
elements that distinguish these two proteinases from the other
components of the MMP family. Gelatinases have a multi-domain
organization; MMPs are synthesized as pre-proenzymes, in fact
they contain an N-terminal sequence, called pre-domain or signal
peptide, that is removed during translation and leads to the
generation of proMMPs. Activation of these zymogens is there-
fore an important regulatory step of MMP activity. This N-terminal
signal domain is followed by the pro-domain, which is essential for
the latency and activation mechanism of all MMPs; it contains the
cysteine switch motif reading PRCGXPD where an unpaired
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cysteine residue, through its bond with the catalytic zinc ion,
maintains the enzyme in a latent zymogenic form. The enzyme
reaches its fully active state when this bridge between the cys-
teine and the zinc ion is disrupted (Brinckerhoff and Matrisian,
2002). The prodomain consists of three α-helices and connecting
loops where the first loop between helix 1 and 2 is a protease-
sensitive “bait region” (Visse and Nagase, 2003). The catalytic
domain of gelatinases contains the highly conserved sequence
present in all MMPs, with 5-stranded β-pleated sheets, three α-
helices, and connective loops, that create an overall spherical
topology (Brinckeroff and Matrisian, 2002). This domain contains
one catalytic zinc, one structural zinc and three calcium ions; it is
characterized by three histidines that bind the zinc ion and a
conserved methionine turn that lies under the active site zinc
creating a base to support the structure around the catalytic zinc
(Bode et al., 1993; Nagase and Woessner, 1999). Compared to
the other members of the family, gelatinases have an additional
insertion within their catalytic domain, formed by three head-to-
tail cysteine-rich repeats, which are similar to the collagen-
binding type II repeats of fibronectin; this additional domain
seems to be involved in the binding and cleavage of substrates,
as it binds to collagens, gelatin and laminin (Murphy et al., 1994;
Shipley et al., 1996; Visse and Nagase, 2003). These fibronectin
modules don’t alter the overall structure of the catalytic domain as
they turn outwards (Brinckeroff and Matrisian, 2002). These
repeats are inserted between the fifth β-strand and the catalytic
site helix; the structure of each fibronectin domain consists of two
antiparallel β-sheets connected with a short α-helix and stabilized
by two disulfide bonds (Morgunova et al., 1999). Following the
catalytic domain there is a hinge region, characterized in MMP-9
by a unique type V collagen-like insert at its end of unknown
function. (Sternlicht and Werb, 2001). Finally, there is the C-
terminal domain known as the hemopexin/vitronectin domain that
is folded into a four-bladed propeller structure; the centre of the
propeller contains one calcium ion and a chloride. This domain
seems to be involved in some function of these MMPs such as the
binding of substrates, and is also required for MMP-9 dimerization
and proMMP-2 activation (Visse and Nagase, 2003).

 Gelatinases derive their name from their capacity to degrade
heat denatured collagen, or gelatine. Besides this substrate,
gelatinases act also on other matrix components such as collagen
type I, III, IV, V, XIV, decorin, elastin, laminin, fibrillin, myelin basic
protein, osteonectin and vitronectin. Moreover, these enzymes
don’t proteolytically degrade only proteins belonging to the extra-
cellular scaffold, but influence the activity of proteins such as
fibrin, fibrinogen, IL1β, ProTGFβ, proTNFα, plasminogen, thus
revealing their many various characteristics and suggesting their
multifaceted roles (Sternlicht and Werb, 2001).

Gelatinase regulation
For metalloproteinases, and in this case for gelatinases, they

must be present in the right cell type and pericellular location, at
the right time, and in the right amount, and, moreover, they must
be activated or inhibited. The expression and activity of gelatinases
may be regulated at several steps, such as transcriptional, post-
translational and protein level (via activators, inhibitors and local-
ization to the cell surface) (Burrage et al., 2006; Mancini and Di
Battista, 2006; Vincenti and Brinckerhoff, 2007; Yan and Boyd,
2007).

For what concerns the transcriptional regulation, even though
most MMPs, among which MMP-9, are closely regulated at this
level, MMP-2 is often constitutively expressed and controlled
through a unique mechanism of enzyme activation (Strogin et al.,
1995) and some degree of post-transcriptional mRNA stabiliza-
tion (Overall et al., 1991). It has also been demonstrated that the
basal expression of MMP-2, MT1-MMP and TIMP-2 is co-regu-
lated, which reflects their synergic action during MMP-2 activation
(Lohi et al., 2000). MMP gene expression is regulated by numer-
ous stimulatory and suppressive agents, such as phorbol esters,
integrin-derived signals, extracellular matrix proteins, cell stress,
and changes in cell shape (Sternlicht and Werb, 1999). The
expression of gelatinases is also regulated by cytokines and
growth factors, including interleukins, interferon, EGF, KGF,
NGF, VEGF and the extracellular matrix metalloproteinase in-
ducer EMMPRIN (Fini et al., 1998). Many if these factors lead to
the expression and/or activation of c-fos and c-jun products,
which heterodimerize and bind activator protein-1 (AP-1) sites
within MMP gene promoters (Sternlicht and Werb, 2001)

At the post-transcriptional level, gene expression can be regu-
lated through the stability of mRNA in the cytoplasm. This can be
mediated by several trans-acting factors such as RNA-binding
proteins and microRNAs that interact with cis-elements located at
many sites in the mRNA (Clark et al., 2008). The most frequent cis
element is the AUUUA sequence which is often found in multiple
copies at the 3?UTR of mRNA; binding of protein factors to these
elements can stabilize or destabilize such mRNA (Garneau et al.,
2007). mRNA transcripts can be stabilized by phorbol esters and
EGF, or by PDGF, while can be destabilized by TGF-β (Vincenti
et al., 2001).

Even though almost all MMPs are constitutively secreted after
their translation, in some instances, there may be secretory
control. In particular, MMP-9 is synthesized by differentiating
granulocytes, stored in specific granules of circulating granulo-
cytes, and released after neutrophil activation by inflammatory
agents (Hasty et al., 1990).

For what concerns the activation of latent MMP, Gelatinases,
are secreted as inactive zymogens or proenzymes; the sulphydryl
group of the unpaired cysteine which lies near the C-terminal end
of the propeptide is the fourth ligand of the active zinc ion. For
activation to occur, the propeptide has to be removed and the thiol
group replaced by a water molecule that leads to proteolysis of
MMP substrates The latent enzyme can be activated by protein-
ases, such as serine-proteases or also MMP or in vitro by
chemical agents, such as thiol-modifying agents, oxidized glu-
tathione, SDS, chaotropic agents, and reactive oxides (Mannello
et al., 2005b, Ra and Parks, 2007). The activation may occur in
more steps, as in a first moment, an exposed loop region between
the first and the second helice of the propeptide gets proteolyti-
cally cleaved, and subsequently the destabilization caused by this
removal allows further intermolecular modifications and process-
ing to generate the fully active MMP (Nagase, 1997; Van Wart and
Birkedal-Hansen, 1990). While MMP-9 activation follows the
common laws of most MMPs, MMP-2 is refractory to activation by
proteinases, such as serine proteinases, and shows a particular
and unique activation mechanism which takes place on the cell
surface and involves MT1-MMP and one of the four tissue
inhibitor of metalloproteinase (TIMP), in specific TIMP-2
(Morgunova et al., 2002). ProMMP-2 forms a tight complex with
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TIMP-2 through hemopexin domain interactions with the non-
inhibitory C-terminal domain of the inhibitor. This complex forma-
tion is essential for proMMP-2 activation by MT1-MMP on the cell
surface (Itoh and Seiki, 2005). The complex binds to an active
MT1-MMP through the free N-terminal MMP inhibitory domain of
TIMP-2, which orients the propeptide of proMMP-2 to an adjacent
active MT1-MMP. Two MT1-MMP molecules interact with each
other on the cell surface through their hemopexin domains, thus
forming a tetrameric quaternary proMMP-2 activation complex;
one MT1-MMP molecule acts as a receptor of the proMMP-2/
TIMP-2 complex and the other as an activator of proMMP-2. An
excess TIMP-2 prevents this activation process by inhibiting the
second MT1-MMP (Mannello, 2006a; Wang et al., 2000). ProMMP-
2 also forms a complex with TIMP-3 and TIMP-4 possibly in a
similar manner. The proMMP-2/TIMP-4 complex interacts with
MT1-MMP, but this complex is non-productive in terms of MMP-
2 activation (Bigg et al., 2001; Mannello, 2006b). The biological
significance of the proMMP-2/TIMP-3 complex is not known.

The hemopexin domain of proMMP-9 also forms a tight com-
plex with TIMP-1 and TIMP-3 through their C-terminal domains.
ProMMP-9 in neutrophils partially binds to neutrophil gelatinase
associated lipocalin-like molecule (NGAL) through an intermo-
lecular disulfide bond (Kjeldsen, 1993). However, the biological
significance of these complexes is not known, except that proMMP-
9/timp complexes are potential inhibitors of metalloproteinases.

 One more way by which the activity of gelatinases is regulated,
is via their pericellular localization, and specific mechanisms exist
to confine or concentrate proteinases in the immediate pericellu-
lar microenvironment. MMP-2 binds to integrin αvβ3 on the
surface of angiogenic endothelial cells and invasive cancer cells
(Brooks et al., 1996). On the other hand, latent proMMP-9 strongly
binds to type IV collagen α2 chains on the surface of several cells
(Toth et al., 1999), and activated MMP-9 binds to the cell surface
hyaluronan receptor CD44 (Bourguignon et al., 1998).

Endogenous gelatinase inhibitors
 MMP-2 and MMP-9 gelatinolytic enzymes are finely regulated

by tissue inhibitors TIMP, which may control the proteolytic
cascade in both physiologic and pathologic conditions (such as
apoptosis, tissue remodelling, and cancer) (Mannello and
Gazzanelli, 2001; Mannello, 2006b). The endogenous inhibitors
TIMPs regulate Gelatinase activity, and for this reason changes
in TIMP levels deserve attention as they directly influence and
regulate MMP activity. TIMPs are expressed by several cell types
and can be found in most tissues and body fluids. These are
specific proteins belonging to a family of at least 4 members that
reversibly inhibit MMPs forming a 1:1 stoichiometric complex that
is resistant to proteolytic degradation. Studies on truncated TIMPs
suggest that their N-terminal region is the one responsible for the
interaction with the active site of the proteinases (Murphy and
Willenbrock, 1995). Not all TIMPs interact with gelatinases and
regulate their activity in the same manner (Mannello, 2006b); in
fact, proMMP-9 binds preferentially to TIMP-1 (in particular, the
C-terminal domain of TIMP-1 binds the hemopexin domain of
MMP-9), while proMMP-2 as discussed above, binds to TIMP-2,
in this case influencing its activation (Howard and Banda, 1991;
Wilhelm et al., 1989). Moreover, both proMMP-2 and proMMP-9
bind to TIMP-3 and the C-terminal domain of proMMP-2 can
interact with TIMP-4 (Bigg et al., 1997; Butler et al., 1999).

Beside TIMPs, MMP-2 is also inhibited by a C-terminal frag-
ment of the procollagen C-terminal proteinase enhancer protein,
and the proteolytic activity of MMP-2 and MMP-9 is down-
regulated by RECK, a GPI-anchored glycoprotein (Mott et al.,
2000; Oh et al., 2001).

Neural stem cells: the enigma is getting resolved

 CNS is constituted by specialized cell types such as neurons
and glial cells (astrocytes and oligodendrocytes). Neurons have
polarized and specialized processes, axons and dendrites, which
propagate action potentials and make synaptic junctions with
other neurons, which are the site of neurotransmitters release.
Neuroglia and ependymal cells lack axons and dendrites. Neuro-
glia consists of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes. They are de-
fined by their propensity to support other cells such as neurons
with their dendrites, somata, axons and synaptic endings. Ependy-
mal cells line the ventricular cavity, they are usually ciliated and
generate monolayers of cuboidal or columnar epithelium, forming
tight junctions at their apical surface. All of these cell types are
generated during development from a common source, the neu-
roepithelial cell that originates in the early embryo in the neural
tube (Lledo et al., 2006; Morest and Silver, 2003).

 For a long time, the nervous system has been considered as
a structure devoid of spontaneous cellular reconstitution proper-
ties, where the regeneration of damaged axons and the genera-
tion of new neurons seemed to be highly improbable (Cajal,
1913). In fact, until recently, the leading trait was that the mature
CNS lacked regenerative capacity, and neurons in this organ
were terminally differentiated and not replaced after death.

However, contrary to this long-held dogma, since early 60’s
several studies suggested that neurogenesis occurs throughout
adulthood (Altman, 1962; Altman and Das, 1965; Kaplan et al.,
1977; Paton et al., 1984; Reynolds and Weiss, 1992; Vescovi et
al., 1993; Eriksson et al., 1998), and that neural stem cells (NSC)
don’t only exist in the developing mammalian nervous system, but
also in the adult CNS of mammals, including humans (for a review
see: Gage, 2000), indicating that the developmental processes of
the brain may be never ending. Neurogenesis requires that newly
formed immature neurons migrate to their final position and
terminally differentiate sending out long axonal and dendritic
processes integrating in the pre-existing neuronal circuits.

In the adult brain there are two regions where neurogenesis
has been demonstrated to take place throughout life: these are
the subependymal or subventricular zone (SVZ) of the later
ventricle Doetsch et al., 1997; Doetsch et al., 1999) and the
subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus (DG) in the hippoc-
ampus (Cameron et al., 1993; Gould et al., 1999). The SVZ can
be considered as a residue of the embryonic neural tube, which
persists throughout life as an actively mitotic area in the wall of the
telencephalic lateral ventricles; during adult life, new neurons
from this region migrate through the rostral stream into the
olfactory bulb where they complete their differentiation process
(Luskin, 1993; Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994; Belluzzi et al.,
2003: Merkle et al., 2007). Moreover, new neurons originating
from the SGZ are continuously added into the granular cell layer
of the DG (Van Praag et al., 2002; Cameron and McKay, 2001;
Toni et al., 2007).

In addition to physiological stimuli, neurogenesis is also modu-
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lated by pathological conditions. A number of studies have shown
that epileptic seizures, brain ischemia, and brain trauma increase
neurogenesis (Bengzon et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1998; Braun et al.,
2002; Dash et al., 2001; Nakatomy et al., 2002; Parent et al., 1997;
Parent et al., 2002). Recently it has been shown that adult rat
brain responds to cerebral ischemia increasing neurogenesis
ipsilaterally to the infarcted area. SVZ newly formed neuroblasts
migrate into the damaged site where they differentiate to mature
neurons with characteristics of striatal medium spiny neurons
indicating a partial replacement of damaged or dead cells and
hence a possible contribute of neurogenesis to spontaneous
recovery observed after stroke (Arvidsson et al., 2002; Thored et
al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007). Under in vitro conditions, and in the
presence of specific growth factors, such as fibroblast growth
factor 2 and/or epidermal growth factor, neural stem/progenitor
cells isolated from both embryonic and adult brain regions (Temple,
1989; Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1993; Vescovi et al., 1993; Gritti et
al., 1996; Davis and Temple, 1994; Doetsch et al., 1999; Johansson
et al., 1999; Parmar et al., 2002; Qian et al., 1997; Reynolds and
Weiss, 1992; Reynolds and Weiss, 1996), can proliferate and if
plated on uncoated plastic surface form dividing clusters of cells
called “neurospheres”; this mechanism of expansion represents
an helpful culture method that allows to experimentally define the
NSCs, to evaluate their multilineage potency and self-renewing
capability (Weiss and Van der Koy, 1998). This method, starting
from an heterogeneous primary culture, causes the death of
committed or more differentiated mature cells, and the positive
selection of the undifferentiated NSCs, which proliferate initially
as adherent cells and attaching to each other, give rise to
spherical clusters that float in suspension: the so called
“neurospheres” (Studer, 2001). However, only a portion of cells
maintains the characteristics of stem cells, while the rest under-
goes differentiation; so a neurosphere is composed of NSCs,
differentiating progenitors, and even differentiated neurons and
glia, depending on the size and time culture of the neurosphere
(Galli et al., 2003). The undifferentiated cells can be dissociated
to form secondary spheres and thus expanded, or they can be
treated to differentiate to generate neurons and glia (Reynolds
and Weiss, 1992). Neurospheres culture is an interesting and
useful tool to culture and measure neural stem cell properties
even though cautions have to be used for assessing clonality,
number and fate of stem cells (Singec et al., 2006).

NSCs isolated from human specimen, rather than foetal tissue,
could be an appropriate source to the generation of neurons and
glia suitable for the transplantation of specific cell types lost in
different neurodegenerative diseases. Understanding the basic
neural stem cell biology is crucial to establish appropriate proto-
cols which permit the expansion and differentiation of human
NSCs toward the desired cell types (Lindvall and Kokaia, 2005).
In recent years, NSCs cultures from embryonic and adult human
brain have been established. Human NSCs from different brain
areas have been isolated and expanded as neurospheres by
means of epigenetic immortalization strategy based on the con-
tinuous growth factors supply to the cultures (Carpenter et al.,
1999; Kallur et al., 2006; Palmer et al., 2001; Svendsen et al.,
1998; Vescovi et al., 1999), although alternative approach based
on a combination of genetic and epigenetic immortalization strat-
egies have been also used to generate clonal derived NSC lines.
Interestingly several human NSC lines have been produced using

the DNA sequence of the v-myc gene isolated from the avian
myelocytic leukemia virus (Cacci et al., 2007; Flax et al., 1998;
Pollock et al., 2006; Sah et al., 1997; Villa et al., 2000). Despite the
concern about the nature and safety of genetically immortalized
cell lines, different studies have shown that v-myc overexpression
“functions” without transforming human NSC lines (for a review
see: Navarro-Galve and Martinez-Serrano, 2006). Recently it has
been demonstrated that NSC adherent lines can be established
from either embryonic stem (ES) cells or from foetal or adult SVZ
of mouse brain (Conti et al., 2005; Pollard et al., 2006; Bibel et al.,
2004). Similarly, foetal human NS adherent cell lines have been
isolated (Sun et al., 2008). These cells, after prolonged expan-
sion, retain the ability to differentiate into neurons and astrocytes
in vitro and upon transplantation in the adult brain. This culture
procedure is particular suitable for avoiding spontaneous cell
differentiation and for the maintenance of symmetrically expand-
able, apparently homogeneous adherent cultures, and repre-
sents a directly accessible system to study the effects of different
experimental conditions on the stem cell state (Bain et al., 1995;
Brustle et al., 1999; Conti et al., 2005; Pollard et al., 2006; Ying et
al., 2003). Generation of human adherent NS cell lines might help
to better understand some aspects of neural-developmental
processes, such as self renewal, survival, migration and differen-
tiation.

Neural stem cell identity
Even though the idea that adult neurogenesis does occur, the

identity of neural stem cells is not yet exactly clear. According to
the definition of stemness, stem cells are undifferentiated cells
with the characteristics of proliferation, self-maintenance, pro-
duction of differentiated progeny, and regeneration of injured
tissue. It is now established that there are adult brain cells with the
capacity of self-renewal and differentiation in vivo and in vitro, and
that newly generated neurons have the capacity of migrating and
integrating the pre-existing circuits of the CNS contributing to
specific brain functions (Doetsch and Hen, 2005; Kempermann et
al., 2004; Lie et al., 2004; Temple and Alvarez-Buylla, 1999). It
has been proposed that the cellular diversity of the CNS is
generated in a stepwise manner, as the multipotentiality of NSCs
is mediated by the generation of cell-lineage restricted intermedi-
ate progenitors that produce only neurons (neuronal progenitors)
and glial progenitors that produce only astroglial or oligodendrogial
cells (Qian et al., 2000). However, the neurons generated in the
adult CNS seem to be derived from several sources (Heins et al.,
2002; Buffo et al., 2008; Belachew et al., 2003; Nunes et al., 2003;
Morest and Silver, 2003).

The differentiation and lineage-commitment of NSCs are based
on still undetailed mechanisms, something like “the dark side” of
the CNS. Differently from the classical theory hypothesizing that
neurons and glia generate from two separate branches of a
lineage tree, the actual concept is that a common set of NSCs, can
give rise to committed progenitors and terminally differentiated
cells. Depending on the time of development, these cells may
show neuroepithelial, radial glial or astrocytic characteristics with
different and peculiar morphologies and markers (Noctor et al.,
2001; Malatesta et al., 2000; Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2001; Gotz and
Barde, 2005).

There are actually several hypotheses on the identity of the
NSC, as many data show that multiple cell types with NSC
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characteristics have been characterized in the CNS. In the SVZ a
complete turnover of the proliferating cells takes from 12 to 28
days, and about 30.000 new neuronal precursors are produced
every day and migrate to the olfactory bulb (Craig et al., 1999). In
the SVZ of the adult brain the three main cell types are A, B and
C. The A cells are migrating neuroblasts that proliferate and
migrate from this region to the olfactory bulb. Astrocytes, that are
organized into channels called glial tubes oriented along the
anteroposterior axis, support the migration of NSC-generated
neuroblasts (Loia et al., 1996). The C cells are intermediate,
rapidly proliferating, transit-amplifying progenitors cells that give
raise to the A cells. It has been proposed that astrocytes-like cells
(B cells) in the adult SVZ, which line the border between the
striatum and the lateral ventricle, behave like slow-dividing neural
stem cells generating neuroblasts in vivo (Doetsch et al., 1999;
Garcia et al., 2004). Considering the immature characteristics of
SVZ astrocytes and the bipotent stem cell property of radial glial
of the developing cortex, it is possible that the B cells are the adult
neural stem cells that generate C and A cells in vivo (Alvarez-
Buylla et al., 2001).

In addition to these cell types, there are the ependymal cells (E
cells) that line the ventricle lumen (Mendez-Otero et al., 2005).
The wall of the ventricular system is made of a single layer of
ependymal cells facing the lumen and a subventricular zone lying
beneath this ependymal layer. An interesting work reports that
even though both ependymal and subependymal cells both have
proliferative potential, only subependymal cells display NSC
features; subependymal cells have self-renewing capacity, as
they can form secondary spheres in the presence of growth
factors, and have also multipotential characteristics, as clonally
derived spheres could produce neurons and glia after differentia-
tion. On the other hand, the spheres generated from ependymal
cells are not able to self-renew generating secondary spheres
after dissociation, and can not produce neurons, but only glial
fibrillary acidic protein-positive cells, indicating that ependymal
cells are differently regulated with respect to subependymal cells
(Chiasson et al., 1999). However it has also been suggested that
possible sources of NSCs may reside in the neuroepithelium of
the adult nervous systems; cells such as the ciliated-ependymal
cells, represented by a homogeneous cell population, may have
the right requisites for being neural stem cells as they are very
similar to embryonic neuroepithelial cells from which they derive.
Ependymal layer cells seem to express the intermediate filament
protein nestin, which has been characterized as a marker for
neuroepithelial cells and CNS stem cells in vivo and in vitro, and
Notch 1, another marker for immature neural cells. Interestingly it
has been reported generation of NSC from all regions of the
nervous system containing extension of the ventricular system
including the spinal cord, which does not contain a (SVZ) (Weiss
et al., 1996). Two independent studies reported data indicating
that ependymal cells are NSC (Johansson et al., 1999; Coskun et
al., 2008). In the hippocampus, the (SGZ) progenitor cells divide
along the border between the hilus and the granule cell layer
where immature neurons migrate and further differentiate (Seri et
al., 2001). It has been proposed that adult DG contain neuronal
progenitor cells with limitated self-renewal capacity, whereas
stem cells reside in the hippocampus adjacent regions of
subendyma (Seaberg and van der Kooy, 2002). However, a study
from Palmer and colleagues suggests the existence of multipontent

neural stem cells with considerable in vitro self-renewal capacity
in the adult hippocampus (Palmer et al., 1997). Recently, the
multipotentiality and self-renewal capability of Sox-2 positive
NSC in the adult SGZ have been demonstrated in vivo (Suh et al.,
2007). In this site, SGZ astrocytes generate intermediate progeni-
tors, which mature locally into granule neurons of the dentate
gyrus sending out axonal projections and dendritic arbours (LLedo
et al., 2006; Markakis and Gage, 1999; Toni et al., 2007).

Neural stem cell niche
 Now that the existence of stem cells in the adult CNS has been

established, a challenge is to try to understand the mechanisms
that in some way, regulate and influence the fate of NSCs. NSCs
are in continuous contact and interact with their surrounding
environment, occupying a specific niche in the adult brain. In the
two areas of the brain where adult neurogenesis has been found
to occur, neural stem cells occupy niches formed by both astro-
cytes, that support the differentiation into neurons, and endothe-
lial cells, that help NSCs to renew themselves; it has been showed
that neurogenesis is intimately associated with a process of active
vascular remodelling, suggesting that adult neurogenesis occurs
within an angiogenic niche (Shen, 2004). It is possible that
plasticity in the adult Central Nervous System may be influenced
by mesenchyme-derived cells and circulating factors (Palmer et
al., 2000; Palmer, 2002). The specialized properties of the vascu-
lature in the SVZ NSC niche and the tight association between
NSC and endothelial cells have been recently demonstrated
(Shen et al., 2008; Tavazoje et al., 2008).

However, mammalian NSCs are not passive elements, but
rather, there is a bidirectional communication between the intrin-
sic programmes controlling different neurogenic phases, and the
extrinsic informations produced by the external environment.
Since multipotent precursors cells can generate neuronal and
glial cells, cell proliferation of stem cells and their progeny must be
highly and precisely controlled. Most of the extrinsic factors that
regulate neurogenesis act in a complex manner, as they specifi-
cally determine stem cell fate in their respective niches. NSCs are
kept in an undifferentiated state by the components of the Notch
signalling pathway, while positive regulators lead to the differen-
tiation of NSCs: the synergistic signalling of the gp130/JAK/Stat3
and bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) causes NCSs to differen-
tiate into astrocytes (Itoshi et al., 2002; Nakashima et al., 1999;
Song et al., 2002; Yamamoto et al., 2001). In fact, the BMP family
leads NCSs towards a glial determination, probably making them
adopt the default pathway that brings to astrocyte formation (Lim,
2000). Interestingly, it has been reported that secreted glycopro-
teins WNTs affects nervous system development (Ciani and
Salinas, 2005) and exert influence on adult neurogenesis affect-
ing both neuronal fate specification of NSC and neuroblasts
proliferation (Lie et al., 2005).

Neuronal commitment is also regulated by the neuronal bHLH
transcription factors including Mash1, Neurogenin, and the Math
family, and it seems that the determination into a specific cell
lineage causes the exclusion and suppression of alternative cell
lineage commitments (Lim, 2000; Mizuguchi et al., 2001). In
particular, neurogenin 1 is secreted by astrocytes and promotes
the differentiation of adult NSCs through the prevention and
exclusion of glial determination (Nieto et al., 2001; Ueki, 2003). An
antagonist of BMP is noggin, which is secreted by ependymal
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cells, and shifts stem cell from a glial fate to a neuronal one (Lim,
2000; Ueki, 2003; Fan et al., 2004). Although the roles are not well
understood, important functions in controlling proliferation are
held by adhesion molecules: neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM)
enables hippocampal neurogenesis proliferation and the differen-
tiation of neuronal cell (Amoureux et al., 2000), while CD24, a
highly glycosylated molecule expressed in both neurogenic ar-
eas, influences the increase and the decrease in the number of
the proliferating cells (Belvindrah et al., 2002). However, the fate
determination of NCSs is also influenced by the context in which
these cells are found, such as their developmental stage and the
location in the CNS. Environmental modifications influence in a
direct manner the production, migration, maturation, differentia-
tion and survival of NSCs; moreover, various extracellular sig-
nals, mediated by cytokines, neurotransmitters, growth factors,
as well as by direct cell-cell and cell-matrix contacts, influence the
determination of NCSs commitment, demonstrating that these
signals have a role in the fate decision of endogenous NCSs
(Lledo et al., 2006; Okano, 2002). It has been demonstrated that
brain-derived neurotrophic factor stimulates hippocampal prolif-
eration (Katoh-Semba, 2002), and ciliary neurotrophic factor,
heparin-binding epidermal growth factor, basic fibroblast growth
factor 2, insulin growth factor 1, transforming growth factor and
vascular endothelial factor increase either dentate gyrus or SVZ
proliferation (Aberg, 2003; Cao, 2004; Craig, 1996; Emsley and
Hagg, 2003; Jin, 2002; Jin, 2003a; Jin, 2003b). Also hormones
are implicated in nervous system development; corticosteroids,
have a say in hippocampal neurogenesis (Cameron and Gould,
1994), while thyroid hormones are implicated in neurogenesis in
the SVZ (Lemkine, 2005). All these factors contribute to the
creation of a specific and peculiar environment in which NSCs
differentiate within specialized niches that help maintain the
multipotential and self renewal characteristics of NSCs and con-
tribute to fate determination (Temple, 2001). What is important in
this cross talk between NSCs and the external environment is the
interaction with the extracellular matrix (ECM) that forms the NCS
niche. This interaction is mediated by the cell surface receptors
integrins that are involved in processes such as proliferation,
survival, migration and differentiation and recent studies demon-
strate that human neural precursors express high levels of integrin
subunits which might be considered as useful markers for NSC
isolation (Hall et al., 2006). An important element that contributes
to control several steps of adult neurogenesis in specialized
niches is represented by glia, and in particular by astrocytes,
which are involved in proliferation, commitment, migration and
integration of the neural progeny into the intricate CNS network.
Astrocytes have long been known for their role of supporters of
neural cells and identified as regulators of local microenviron-
ments (Nedergaard et al., 2003), but recently astrocytes have
gained attention due to their multiple and previously not fully
appreciated roles (Ullian et al., 2004). In fact, as they are abun-
dantly present in the neurogenic niches, providing physical sup-
port and contributing to cell-cell signalling, it seems that neuronal
production in the adult CNS may be at least in part regulated by
distinct properties of astrocytes (Song et al., 2002). It has been
suggested that astrocytes are involved in such processes as stem
cell maintenance, activation and self-renewal, neuronal fate speci-
fication, neuronal maturation, migration and nerve guidance, and
finally, synaptic integration (Ma et al., 2005). Under physiological

conditions astrocytes are in fact able to express and secrete
membrane-associated and soluble molecules, such as cytokines,
growth factors, and neurotransmitters (Ridet et al., 1997), and as
they are tightly associated with synapses, they regulate synapse
formation and maintenance (Christopherson et al., 2005). In this
manner, astrocytes may act as finely regulated sensors of the
external microenvironment, ready to capture any modification
and to provide signals that regulate adult neurogenesis. Recent
finding have also indicated microglia, the macrophage population
of the brain parenchyma, as important cellular element implicated
in the regulation of NSC properties, positively contributing to
hippocampal and SVZ neurogenesis (Walton et al., 2006; Ziv et
al., 2006). Controversial is the role played by microglia in the
regulation of NSC properties under pathological condition (Monje
et al., 2003; Ekdahl et al., 2003; Battista et al., 2006; Butowsky et
al., 2005; Cacci et al., 2008). All these reports emphasize the
importance of the extracellular environment in the decision-
making events of NSCs.

MMPs: at the scene of the crime again?

 The MMP system takes part and contributes to many aspects
of the brain development. Many processes including, cell migra-
tion, axonal sprouting, neuronal differentiation and plasticity,
could be modulated by gelatinases during brain development,
maturation (Figure 1). The development/remodelling of neuronal
connections, and cell invasion depend on modifications of the
extracellular environment and on the presence of matrix and non-
matrix molecules, such as cell adhesion molecules; in particular
neuronal cell surface adhesion molecules, expressed at high
levels by a wide number of developing neurons and axons, are
involved in neuronal morphogenesis contributing to neurite out-
growth in response to guidance cues (Anelli et al., 2007; Beggs et
al., 1994; Martini, 1994), underlining the importance of the capil-
lary regulation of extracellular components and of the processing
of molecules involved in signalling cascades in the differentiation
pathway of NSCs.

Migration, axonal outgrowth and myelinogenesis
MMPs are implicated in various processes involved in CNS

development, such as migration of precursor cells, axonal out-
growth and myelinogenesis. In accordance with the well known
role of MMPs in degrading the extracellular microenvironment,
gelatinases might regulate the migration of different neural cell
types to their final destination. For example, in vitro studies
suggested that MMP-2 but not MMP-9 is a key enzyme for
astrocyte migration (Ogier et al., 2006). There is increasing
evidence for the involvement of MMPs in neurite elongation and
axonal growth, where a proteolytic activity may be present at the
tip of the neuronal extending cones. Various studies reported that
the expression of both MMP-2 and -9 was increased in neuroblas-
toma cells (Anelli et al., 2007) and in dorsal root ganglion neurons
under the influence of inducers of differentiation and axonal
outgrowth, such as nerve growth factor and retinoic acid
(Chambaut-Guerìn et al., 2000). In particular choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT) transfected murine neuroblastoma cells
which synthesise acetylcholine and show enhancement of sev-
eral neurospecific markers and fiber outgrowth, were studied for
the MMP regulation (Anelli et al., 2007). Zymography of non
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transfected culture medium revealed no gelatinolytic activity,
whereas ChAT-transfected clone culture medium contained both
MMP-2 and MMP-9 and higher expression levels for both genes
were observed in ChAT transfected cells suggesting a possible
correlation between fiber outgrowth and MMP expression (Figure
2).

In vitro studies demonstrate that MMPs may regulate the
migration of axons and their behaviour through the cleavage of
the ectodomains of guidance cues and their receptors, abolishing
or activating signalling pathways (Chambaut-Guerìn et al., 2000;
Galko and Tessier-Lavigno, 2000; Hattori et al., 2000). It seems
possible that MMP-2 degrades and inactivates the neurite-inhib-
iting activity of chondroitin sulphate proteoglycans present on
nerves, revealing the hidden laminin which allows neurite out-
growth (Zuo et al., 1998). The remodelling of the ECM and thus
the role of MMPs is necessary in the initial steps of myelination,
where oligodendrocytes extend several processes from their
soma that enwrap axons forming myelin layers. The initial expan-
sion of these processes is enormous and may need extensive
remodelling of the ECM; moreover, oligodendrocyte process
extension requires an appropriate microenvironment containing
growth factors and ECM molecules, and a cross-talk with axons

for the formation of myelin. In accordance with the important role
held by the extracellular system, MMPs facilitate process exten-
sion of oligodendrocytes in the CNS and in particular it has been
demonstrated that myelin formation in the developing mouse
optic nerve is correlated to increased MMP-9 levels (Oh et al.,
1999). Moreover, increasing the outgrowth process in adult brain-
derived oligodendrocytes through factors known to stimulate
extension, led to the enhancement of MMP-9 expression while it
was blocked either by TIMP-1 or by an antibody specific for MMP-
9. These in vitro  studies showed that gelatinolytic activity occurs
at the tip of the advancing processes, suggesting that MMP-9
regulates the interaction of the advancing tip of oligodendrocytes
with the external cues (Oh et al., 1999).The need of MMPs is
demonstrated by the data showing that there is an increase in the
expression of MMP-9 in parallel with the enhanced process
extension of human cultured oligodendrocytes in the early devel-
opmental stages, and that the inhibition of MMP synthesis blocked
oligodendroglial process extension (Oh et al., 1999; Uhm et al.,
1998). The role of MMP-9 for myelin formation, during remyelination
after injury and normal ontogeny, is further established as myeli-
nation in the corpum callosum of mice deficient for this enzyme is
very reduced compared to wild type mice (Larsen et al., 2006). An
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of neu-

ral stem cell development in the adult

brain and its regulation by glia through

MMP- and TIMP-dependent mechanisms.

The cell lineage begins from the ventricular
zone of temporal lobe in which quiescent
adult neural stem cells to active NSC pro-
genitors (B cells); these cells can generate
at least three populations of potentially neu-
rogenic progenitors, of both neural and glial
lineages. The shifting of direction of NSC
differentiation/evolution is an essential step
of neural stem cell plasticity that may be
finely regulated by several proteinases be-
longing to the matrix metalloproteinase fam-
ily, acting on extracellular, nuclear matrix
proteins, and bioactive molecules. The ac-
tive B cells give rise to three different types
of neural progenitor cells: C cells of ventricu-
lar subependyma; D cells of the subgranular
zone of the dentate gyrus; and white matter
progenitor cells of the subcortical paren-
chyma. Each transit-amplifying pool might
then give rise to differentiated progeny ap-
propriate to their location, including mature
neurons (A cells in the olfactory
subependyma), immature neurons (in the
dentate gyrus of hippocampus), and glial
cells (oligodendrocyte and astrocytes in

white matter). Multiple aspects of adult NSC development are influenced by glial cells which may regulate through a specific expression of both MMPs
and their tissue inhibitors TIMPs the 1) stem cell maintenance, activation and self-renewal; 2) neural fate specification and maturation; and 3) migration,
nerve guidance and synaptic integration. The proteolytic activity of MMPs and the anti-proteinase action of TIMPs are responsible for the differentiation
hierarchy of human adult neural stem cells in both the uncommitted multipotent NSC (which has the potential for self-renewal and giving rise to a
less potent precursor cell population via asymmetric cell division) and in the committed neural progeny (which shows the lowest level of stemness
and a more restricted differentiation potential, via symmetric cell division). During adult NSC differentiation, transcriptional and phenotypic
modifications increase, whereas proliferative potential progressively decreases, concomitantly with limited differentiation potential. It is known that
several MMPs and TIMPs play crucial roles and functions during the terminal stages of NSC progenitor differentiation into mature neural and glial
phenotypes. Because molecular studies have provided evidence that both MMP and TIMP genes are present in multipotent NSCs, the finely
coordinated MMP/TIMP balance may play a key role in self-renewal as well as in the precursor and progenitor differentiation of human adult NSCs.
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Fig. 2. Immunostaining for βββββIII-tubulin of N18TG2 neuroblastoma cells and

ChAT-transfected clone, and analyses of gelatinolytic activities of matrix

metalloproteinases identified in culture medium. (A) N18TG2 cells show a
round morphology and little fiber formation. (B) N18TG2 neuroblastoma cells
transfected with a construct for choline acetyltransferase instead display an
increased ability to grow longer fibers (C) The zymogram of all gelatinase forms
in peripheral blood, used as control, shows MMP-9 of 130 and 92 kDa, and MMP-
2 of 72 kDa (lane 1). The zymographic profile of gelatinases found in the medium
of 2 different clones isolated from ChAT-transfected N18TG2 cells reveals the 92
kDa form of MMP-9 and the 66 kDa form of MMP-2 (lanes 2 and 4). When the same
clones are cultured in the presence of atropine, a muscarinic receptor antagonist
which inhibits the action of the acetylcholine produced by the transfected clones,
only the MMP-9 form at 92 kDa is detected (lanes 3 and 5). The analysis of the
zymographic pattern of the parental cell N18TG2 medium revealed no gelatinolytic
activity (lane 6).
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Ainteresting evidence is that gelatinolytic activity has been
found to be uniformly distributed not only along the oligo-
dendrocyte processes, but also along their soma; even
though the localization on the tip of extending processes
may be explained by oligodendrocyte outgrowth, the pres-
ence of gelatinolytic activity on the soma may suggest that
MMPs can release growth factors that are attached to the
ECM, promoting oligodendrocyte survival (Oh et al., 1999).

A common method to study the differentiation and the
development of CNS in vitro is by using neuroblastoma cell
lines. It has been previously demonstrated that retinoic acid
(RA), known to have a morphogenetic role in the nervous
system pattern organization during embryonic develop-
ment, induces human neuroblastoma cell lines to differen-
tiate into a neuronal phenotype favouring neurite outgrowth
and changing the distribution of the structural proteins
(Chambaut-Guerìn et al., 1995). This neuroblastic cell
type, with biochemical features of neuronal cells which
differentiate toward a neuronal phenotype upon RA treat-
ment, constitutively expresses MMP-2, whereas MMP-9
expression is inducible in response to RA exposure. This
expression is linked to the RA-induced phenotypic differen-
tiation of the neuroblastoma cell line to neuron-like cells.
Moreover, the differentiation process is characterized by
neurite extension and acquisition of cell polarity, due to
modification in the distribution of the structural proteins
tubulins and neurofilaments. The increase in MMP-9 was
seen at both the mRNA and protein levels, in concomitance
with the arrest of neuroblastoma cell proliferation and with
its differentiation into neuron-like cells. Moreover, a time
correlation between the progressive increase of MMP-9
expression and neuronal differentiation was found as MMP-
9 was located at the outgrowing neuritis during the early
time of RA exposure and in an extensive neuritic network
at later times (Chambaut-Guerìn et al., 2000).

Gelatinases in neural development and differentiation
Involvement of gelatinases can be found in processes occur-

ring during the morphogenesis of the cerebellar cortex, as this
stage of the nervous system development depends on intrinsic
genetic programs as well as orchestrated cell-cell/cell-extracellu-
lar matrix interactions; MMPs in general regulate diverse neuronal
functions including migration, process extension. MMP-2 and -9 in
particular are expressed in the developing cerebellum (Luo,
2005). This functional involvement of gelatinases can be seen
during rat cerebellar ontogenesis which is characterized by post-
natal directional migration, differentiation, and synaptogenesis
with a precise spatiotemporal order. Gelatinases, thanks to their
finely regulated proteolytic activity, may determine the hierarchy
of the mechanisms involved in brain development and plasticity.
During cerebellar development, MMP-2 and -9 show a differential
and precise spatio-temporal pattern of expression influencing in a
precise manner alterations of the ECM. In particular, MMP-2
showed to be constantly present during postnatal development,
while MMP-9 was present at higher concentration in early stages
of development, localized with migrating granular cell precursors
of the external granular layer, and also seemed to be expressed
in processes identified as Bergmann glial fibers, dendrites and
growing Purkinje cells. MMP-9, might influence the migration of

cerebellar cell precursors through local proteolysis and modifica-
tion of cell signalling (Vaillant et al., 1999). Its expression is spatio-
temporally related to granule cell migration, axonal outgrowth and
induction of apoptosis (Vaillant et al., 2003); the decline in its
activity correlates with a decreasing amount of migrating progeni-
tor cells, mainly from the external granular layer of the cerebellum
(Komuro and Rakic, 1998).

Differently from MMP-2, MMP-9 mRNA and protein expression
have been found in the hippocampus, cerebellum and cortex,
mainly in neurons, in cells bodies and also in dendrites (Dzwonek
et al., 2004). However, MMP-9 expression, even though limited,
has been revealed in glia, in particular in astrocytes and microglia
(Dzwonek et al., 2004). MMP-9 expression seems to be spa-
tiotemporally correlated with cerebellar granule migration during
postnatal development, indicating that this gelatinase partici-
pates in regulating precursor cell migration and apoptosis in the
developing cerebellum (Martini, 1994). The importance of MMP-
9 in the CNS is also indicated by the reports showing that up-
regulation of this enzyme coincided with the maximal extension of
the transient cerebellar external granular layer, which is a marker
of neuronal progenitor proliferation and migration (Ulrich et al.,
2005). Moreover, MMP-2 and -9 have also been found to control
process extension and synaptic plasticity in the development of
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the cerebellar cortex, highlightening the importance of finely
modifying and regulating cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions and
evidencing that these enzymes may hold key roles in the matura-
tion of neural cells (Anelli et al., 2007; Beggs et al., 1994;
Chambaut-Guerìn et al., 2000; Frollichsthal-Schoeller et al., 1999).

The localization of MMP-9 to the hippocampal dentate gyrus
and its up-regulation under certain circumstances that require
modifications of cell interactions, suggests that this proteinase is
involved in synaptic plasticity (Dzwonek et al., 2004). A very
interesting data helps understand the link between MMP expres-
sion and neuronal plasticity. It is in fact known that the transcrip-
tion factor AP-1 (a dimer made of Jun or Jun and Fos) is tightly
involved in regulating the expression of a wide number of MMP
genes, in particular of MMP-9. In many instances neuronal cell
surface receptors bound to specific ligands and affect the function
of AP-1. In the brain a transient activation of AP-1 is strongly
correlated with neuronal plasticity (Kaczmarek et al., 2002).
Moreover, it has been demonstrated that plasmin, tissue and
urokinase plasminogen activator, all involved in MMP activation,
are implicated in neuronal plasticity phenomenons (Madani et al.,
1999; Yoshida and Shiosaka, 1999). Interestingly, a similar im-
portant role for MMP-2 in neuronal plasticity has also emerged
because an increase in the activity of MMP-2 correlates with
functional plastic recovery during cortex projection formation to
the hippocampal dentate gyrus (Dzwonek et al., 2004). MMP-2
has also been detected at the mRNA and protein level in various
brain regions, and it seems to have preferentially an astroglial
origin; moreover, it has been found also in some cortical neurons
and in the cerebellum (Dzwonek et al., 2004). In fact, in the
developing rat cerebellum, MMP-2 is mostly present in pre-
migratory progenitors of the deep external granular layer and in
Purkunje cells (Ayoub et al., 2005; Ulrich et al., 2005), while in the
adult rodent CNS, it is found mainly in astrocytes (Azklarczyk et
al., 2002). MMP-2 expression has been positively correlated with
the thickness of the cerebellar external granular layer which might
suggest its involvement in axonal outgrowth and synaptogenesis
(Duchossoy et al., 2001; Zuo et al., 1998), and its presence in
premigratory progenitors of the deep external granular layer
demonstrates its role in the migration of these progenitors into the
inner granular layer (Ayoub et al., 2005; Ulrich et al., 2005). In vitro
studies indicate that this gelatinase is produced by astrocytes,
microglia, oligodendrocytes and also neurons (Dzwonek et al.,
2004). Activated microglia release MMP-9, and various cytokines
strongly stimulate the expression of both MMP-2 and MM-9 in rat
astrocytes (Gottschall and Deb, 1996). Further interesting in vitro
studies revealed that MMP-2 is expressed by astrocytes and is
tightly involved in their migration, being constitutively present in
these cells. It is interesting to recall that inhibition of migration due
to MMP inhibitors led to modifications in cell morphology and in
the intercellular organization of the actin cytoskeleton. Moreover,
inhibition caused a modification in the distribution of MMP-2 at the
migration front which is focalized in untreated cells, and that after
inhibition became diffuse and internalized, suggesting a link
between the actin cytoskeleton and MMP-2. This study may be
sustained by the fact that MMP-2 co-localizes with beta1-integrin
at the migrating tip of astrocytes, making beta1-integrin the
possible link between pericellular matrix degradation due to
MMP-2 and the actin cytoskeleton (Ogier et al., 2006) and
underlining the importance of the cross-talk between cells and the

ECM in the regulation of cell motility, growth, and differentiation.
In a model of murine olfactory epithelium degeneration it has been
shown that changes in MMP-2 expression are associated with
specific phases of olfactory cell neurogenesis, as it can be
assessed by the analysis of markers for immature developing
neurons such as growth associated protein (GAP-43). In particu-
lar, immunohistochemical studies revealed that MMP-2 localizes
to the basal and immature cell layers near the basement mem-
brane (Tsukatani et al., 2003). MMP-2 was also observed along
the surface of axon processes associated with newly differenti-
ated neurons and in the deep layer of the lamina propria, providing
evidence that MMP-2 activity may be associated with the out-
growth of axons and the unsheathing cells that surround olfactory
nerve bundles (Tsukatani et al., 2003).

The expression and regulation of MMPs in neuroectodermal
precursor cells has been evaluated in neuroepithelial stem cells
isolated from human embryonic CNS stem analyzing the changes
in MMP expression that occur when these cells differentiate into
neurons and glia. First of all human undifferentiated CNS stem
cells and differentiated progeny showed to express MMP-2.
Moreover, the enzymatic activity of MMP-2 and the protein itself
was detected in the human CNS stem cell progeny that had
differentiated into neurons and glia, and a decrease in MMP-2
levels was found in differentiated cultures respect to undifferen-
tiated ones (Frolichsthal-Schoeller et al., 1999). Moreover, the
expression of MMP-2 could be associated not only with stem
cells, but also to glial fibrillary protein-immunoreactive astroglia
and to β-tubulin immunoreactive neurons.

Gelatinases in brain injury
 It has been reported that the two zones involved in active

neurogenesis, the SVZ and the hippocampal SGZ, promptly
respond to different brain injuries with augmented neurogenesis.
Middle cerebral artery occlusion for example increased the pro-
duction of newly formed immature neurons which migrate to the
damaged site (Arvidsson et al., 2003). Data from Lee and col-
leagues suggest that MMPs are involved in neuroblast migration;
in fact, inhibition of MMPs by GM6001 clearly suppressed the
neurogenic migratory response induced by stroke. In particular, it
has been demonstrated that MMP-9 is a key protagonist in
mediating the neurogenic response in the SVZ, allowing
neuroblasts migration (Lee et al., 2006). This data indicate MMPs
as a possible target to modulate self-repair brain mechanisms and
hence enhance neurogenic recovery after stroke insult. However
it is uncertain if neuroblast migratory inhibition is a direct conse-
quence of the GM 6001 effects on matrix modulation per se or a
secondary event due to a reduction in the brain inflammation and
for example in the release of chemokines from activated glial
cells. MMPs mediate neuroinflammation it is worth mentioning
(Rosenberg, 2002; Yong et al., 2001).

It is well known that angiogenesis and neurogenesis are
coupled process (Palmer et al., 2000). Recently it has been
shown that erythropoietin (EPO) administered intraperitoneally
enhances angiogenesis and increase the number of DCX positive
cells in the ischemic boundaries (Wang et al., 2004). By using an
in vitro approach it has been suggested that erythropoietin-
activated endothelial cells release MMP2 and MMP9 and promote
neural progenitor cell migration. It is tempting to speculate that
increased number of neuroblasts recruited to the damaged site
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after stroke in EPO administered animals is due to an augmented
released of MMP that contribute, probably together to several
other factors including SDF1 (Thored et al., 2006), by matrix
remodelling to create a permissive milieu for neuroblasts migra-
tion.

On the basis that the migration of newly formed cells is a
fundamental feature in regenerative processes of the brain follow-
ing injury and that MMPs are certainly involved in cell migration
control, could be of crucial importance understand mechanisms
presiding over their regulation. It has been investigated if inflam-
matory cytokines, widely released from glial cells typically acti-
vated in different neurodegenerative disease, modulate the ex-
pression of these proteases in neural precursors during repair
mechanisms. Interesting results showed that TNF-α or INF-γ
significantly increased the levels of secreted proMMP-9; more-
over, both cytokines enhanced pro and active MMP-2 protein
levels in neural precursor cells, while the anti-inflammatory cytokine
IFN-β reduced the expression of both gelatinases. It seems that
MMP-9 is regulated mainly at the mRNA level, while MMP-2
activity is regulated at the post-transcriptional level (Ben-Hur et
al., 2006).

Neurogenesis and angiogenesis could contribute to repair
after brain injury as suggested for stroke animal models. However
spontaneous recovery after stroke can probably reflect also post
ischemic reorganization of the spare neurons and glial cells.
MMPs could have a crucial role in neuronal plasticity since they
remodel all components of extracellular matrix. MMPs modify and
regulate all components of the ECM, they contribute to dendritic
and axonal elongation as well as blood vessel formation
(Kaczmarek et al., 2002; Pepper, 2001). In accordance to these
roles attributed to MMPs during stroke recovery (Yong et al.,
2001), in an animal model of cerebral ischemia, MMP-9 was found
to be co-localized with neurons and astrocytes in the peri-infarct
cortex and correlated to neurovascular remodelling evidencing its
functional importance in the repair of damaged tissues (Zhao et
al., 2006).

Future perspectives

Adding to the already surprising finding that NSCs exist in the
adult human brain and provide a regenerative ability to the adult
brain, we now add the interesting role of MMPs in the differentia-
tion, migration, and survival of these neural precursors. Starting
from the knowledge pointing to the connection of MMPs to several
CNS topics (such as migration, axonal outgrowth, myelinogen-
esis, development, differentiation, and repair) (excellently re-
viewed in Yong et al., 2001), the novelty and importance of
gelatinase function in neurogenesis or related functions is in its
infancy and represents a promising field of research (Taupin and
Gage, 2002; Mendez-Otero et al., 2005). Although the actual
presence of scattered data about MMP connections to
neurogenesis (Merkle and Alvarez-Buylla, 2006) does not allow a
clear discussion of the reasons why this connection would make
sense, the roles and functions of Gelatinases in neural stem cell
biology (Mannello et al., 2006a) open new frontiers on a fine
regulation of proteolytic cascades involved in neurogenesis and
on how MMPs control neural stem cell fate (Agrawal et al., 2008).
To strengthen the hypothetical connections, growing evidences
highlight the crucial involvement of MMP activities in neural

plasticity and during neurogenesis (Milward et al., 2007; Ethell
and Ethell, 2007). In fact, the regulation of neurogenesis and
oligodendrogenesis by MMPs (Agrawal et al., 2008) and TIMPs
(Jaworski and Perez-Martinez, 2006) during CNS differentiation
and development may be directed the proteolytic cleavage of
several proteins that have been recognized as MMP substrates
(e.g., brevican, tenascin-R, laminin, pro-brain-derived-neurotrophic
factor, ephrin, and cadherins) (Ethell and Ethell, 2007) and that
play important roles in synaptogenesis, synaptic plasticity, long-
term potentiation, normal brain functioning including learning and
memory (Milward et al., 2007). Moreover, MMPs and TIMPs have
been suggested as components of the neurogenic signaling
cascade that play a role in the transition from proliferation to
neuronal differentiation (Jaworski and Perez-Martinez, 2006),
also favouring the modification of extracellular matrix during
migration of neuroblasts (Bovetti et al., 2007) and inducing
exogenous progenitor cells to promote the neural regeneration
(Zhang et al., 2007).

Although MMPs and TIMPs play a role in synapses by regulat-
ing synaptogenesis and synaptic strength and plasticity, they are
also recognized as proteinases expressed and developmentally
regulated in both neuron and glial cells under normal physiologi-
cal conditions (Ethell and Ethell, 2007). Higher MMP expression
and activity in the developing brain and MMP-knockout studies
reporting CNS defects, suggest that MMPs play a crucial role in
neural development (Mendez-Otero et al., 2005). Most recently,
MMPs have been suggested as physiological regulators of synap-
tic activity in hippocampus, learning and memory, control of brain
function by regulating neurogenesis, cell migration, topographic
mapping, axon guidance, myelination and synaptogenesis, as
well as are recognized as detrimental proteinases in neurological
disorders (Agrawal et al., 2008).

MMPs, initially found in the tadpole tail undergoing morpho-
genesis (Brinckeroff and Matrisian, 2002; Gross and Lapiere,
1962) have surely run a long distance reaching adult human CNS
(Yong et al., 2001), demonstrating to be not only bulldozers which
degrade and destroy extracellular matrix components but instead
revealing roles as fundamental components of the intricate ma-
chinery that rule and govern NSC fate and determination. MMPs
display distinct and precise expression patterns in the CNS
indicating their importance in the temporal and spatial regulation
of CNS microenvironment. Tightly regulated MMP expression
may reflect successive stages of brain development suggesting
their involvement during many steps of neural differentiation.
MMPs are known for the capacity to modify in a finely regulated
manner the extracellular matrix, creating even just slight modifi-
cations that may however have great importance. In fact, the
signals generated from MMPs through the modification/process-
ing of matrix and non-matrix components act in a double manner;
MMPs modify the external environment generating extracellular
signals (due to the degradation of matrix proteins and release of
matricryptic sites or molecules, or to the activation/inhibition of
molecules “hidden” and sequestered in the ECM) which in turn
have effects on the neighbouring cells, thus creating a cross-talk
between the cell and the external matrix, two entities linked
together by the action of MMPs. The highly controlled proteolytic
activity may generate a niche where NSCs receive the information
needed for their differentiation and fate decision. Even though
many studies are needed to disclose the complexity underlying
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neurogenesis in the adult CNS, it can be surely stated that MMPs
may regulate the process, by being involved in the biological
mechanisms that from a multipotent neural stem cell generate
highly differentiated and specialized cells, such as neurons,
oligodendrocytes and astrocytes. In this respect, a recent evi-
dence highlights the importance of gelatinases within the hypo-
thalamic supraoptic nuclei, demonstrating that noradrenaline
may trigger MMP-2 and MMP-9 gelatinolytic activities of neurons
and astrocytes, regulating both chemical and structural plasticity
(Maolood et al., 2008).

 It has been surprising enough to see MMPs involved in the
differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells into neural lineage
(Mannello, 2006a), but even more surprising would it be to
uncover the possible roles of MMPs in the differentiation of NSCs
into neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Mannello et al.,
2006).
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